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Robert Alter, well known for his translations of The David Story (I and II Samuel), The Psalms, and
The Five Books of Moses (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy), takes on
another section of the Hebrew Bible: the three Wisdom Books of Job, Proverbs, and Qohelet
(Ecclesiastes).
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The Wisdom Books: Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes: A Translation with Commentary Alter, Robert A
clear, fundamentally literal translation from one of today s greatest Hebrew Bible scholars.
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The Wisdom Books: Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes: A Translation with Commentary [Robert Alter]
on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. First time in paperback: One of the most
ambitious literary projects of this or any age. Adam Kirsch
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By contrast, a serene fatalism suffuses Ecclesiastes with a quiet beauty, and the pithy maxims of
Proverbs impart a worldly wisdom that is satirically shrewd. Each of these books addresses the
universal wisdom that the righteous thrive and the wicked suffer in a rational moral order; together
they are essential to the ancient canon that is the Hebrew Bible.
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The prolific Alter (Hebrew & comparative literature, Univ. of California, Berkeley; The Five Books of
Moses: A Translation with Commentary) has provided a magnificent work of translation and
commentary on the Old Testament books known as wisdom literature. In the books of Job, Proverbs,
and Ecclesiastes, we find evocative poetic statements on the value of life, the role of suffering, and
God's
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The Wisdom Books: Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes: A Translation with Commentary - Kindle edition
by Robert Alter. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use
features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading The Wisdom Books: Job,
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Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes: A Translation with Commentary.
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AbeBooks.com: The Wisdom Books: Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes: A Translation with Commentary
(9780393340532) and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now at
great prices.
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Here, in Robert Alter's bold new translation, are some of the most magnificent works in world
literature. The astounding poetry in the Book of Job is restored to its powerful ancient meanings and
rhythms.
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The Wisdom Books, particularly Ecclesiastes, which Alter refers to by its original Hebrew name
Qohelet, and Job have always presented a challenge to the Christian idea of eternal life and of a just
and loving God.
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A magnificent new volume in Robert Alter s award-winning, landmark translation of and commentary
on the Hebrew Bible. Here, in Robert Alter s bold new translation, are some of the most magnificent
works in world literature.
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Buy The Wisdom Books: Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes: A Translation with Commentary Reprint by
Robert Alter (ISBN: 9780393340532) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free
delivery on eligible orders.
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In Robert Alter's translation of the Wisdom Books we have an excellent example. We thank him for his
Translations- the immense amount of time, work, labour and just sweat it all involved is known to him
alone. Obviously, Robert Alter is a man steeped in Hebrew and the Hebrew Language. It is wonderful
to have Translations by such competent men. You have to read them to get the "taste
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The Wisdom Books: Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes: A Translation with Commentary - Ebook written
by . Read this book using Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS devices. Download for
offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you read The Wisdom Books: Job, Proverbs,
and Ecclesiastes: A Translation with Commentary.
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With The Book of Psalms, The Five Books of Moses, The David Story and now The Wisdom Books,
Robert Alter is building piece by piece a stunning body of bold Hebrew Bible translations. This latest
volume encompasses The Book of Job, The Book of Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes, three works that
challenge simplistic notions that the righteous will thrive. The clarity and energy of Alter's renderings
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When some individuals looking at you while reading the wisdom books job proverbs and ecclesiastes a
translation with commentary by robert alter%0A, you may feel so honored. But, as opposed to other individuals
feels you have to instil in yourself that you are reading the wisdom books job proverbs and ecclesiastes a
translation with commentary by robert alter%0A not as a result of that reasons. Reading this the wisdom books
job proverbs and ecclesiastes a translation with commentary by robert alter%0A will certainly give you greater
than people appreciate. It will certainly overview of recognize more than individuals staring at you. Already,
there are many resources to knowing, reviewing a book the wisdom books job proverbs and ecclesiastes a
translation with commentary by robert alter%0A still comes to be the front runner as a terrific way.
Make use of the sophisticated technology that human establishes now to locate the book the wisdom books job
proverbs and ecclesiastes a translation with commentary by robert alter%0A effortlessly. Yet initially, we
will ask you, just how much do you love to review a book the wisdom books job proverbs and ecclesiastes a
translation with commentary by robert alter%0A Does it constantly up until finish? Wherefore does that book
check out? Well, if you truly enjoy reading, aim to review the the wisdom books job proverbs and ecclesiastes a
translation with commentary by robert alter%0A as one of your reading collection. If you only checked out the
book based upon requirement at the time as well as unfinished, you should aim to such as reading the wisdom
books job proverbs and ecclesiastes a translation with commentary by robert alter%0A first.
Why should be reading the wisdom books job proverbs and ecclesiastes a translation with commentary by robert
alter%0A Again, it will certainly depend upon exactly how you really feel and think of it. It is undoubtedly that
of the perk to take when reading this the wisdom books job proverbs and ecclesiastes a translation with
commentary by robert alter%0A; you can take much more lessons straight. Even you have actually not
undergone it in your life; you could obtain the encounter by reading the wisdom books job proverbs and
ecclesiastes a translation with commentary by robert alter%0A As well as currently, we will present you with the
on the internet book the wisdom books job proverbs and ecclesiastes a translation with commentary by robert
alter%0A in this internet site.
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